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Starred

Dear Supporter,

Snoozed

Please do not forget our Annual General Meeting - Thursday 22 October 2020. The meeting is being held online via Zoom. The meeting is due to start at 7.30 pm but please be patient as there may be a small delay whilst we admit you all to the meeting. You will be sent
a link by email on the morning of the meeting. Select the link to access the meeting. You do not need to have downloaded the Zoom App to be part of the meeting as it is possible to watch it on Zoom through your internet browser.
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Trash

The Minutes of our last AGM are attached and you are asked to review them prior to this AGM.
A copy of our Constitution is attached as some minor amendments are being proposed to change references from the VC Blog to our Website.

AGM

We have produced the following protocols for the conduct of the meeting

Ashdown Forest Survey
Crowdfunding
Designs for Village Con…
GDPR Consent

Once you have joined the Meeting the host will see you. Please mute your microphone. If you are unable to do this please do not speak and do not have any other noise playing in the room.
The Meeting Host will share a screen with you taking you through slides as part of the AGM proceedings.
When a vote is required for such things as the Accounts and Elections you will be asked to raise your hand in view of your camera until the count has been completed.

GDPR Consent / ButtsG…
Helpers for Village Con…
Meet
Start a meeting
Join a meeting

The Meeting will be recorded. If you do not consent to this you must leave the Meeting.
All questions must be saved until the end of the formal presentation when the microphones can be unmuted. If you wish to ask a question please raise your hand and the Chair will invite you to speak. You can also use the Chat feature and type in your
question, or just that you wish to speak. Please be patient.
The AGM will update you fully on all that is happening regarding Developments in the Parish but the following which was published by Wealden yesterday is an indication of things to come. This Map is land submitted to Wealden for consideration for development in our
Parish as part of the New Local Plan process. It includes all the previously submitted land shown in green plus the remaining entirety of Hesmonds Stud to the North and West of East Hoathly and 2 sites in Halland all shown in Yellow. You should also be aware that
Hesmonds Stud have also put up for sale Tourles Farm Stud which comprises the remainder of their land to the South and East of East Hoathly and they indicate in the sales particulars that they consider it has development potential.
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